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Socialist Globalization against Capitalist Neocolonialism:
The Economic Ideas behind the New International
Economic Order
This conference must also establish in plain terms the right of
all peoples to unrestricted freedom of trade, and the obligation
of all states signatories of the agreement emanating from the
conference to refrain from restraining trade in any manner,
direct or indirect.
—Ernesto Che Guevara, speech delivered March 25, 1964,
at the plenary session of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development1

Much globalization scholarship assumes that the United States and other advanced
industrialized capitalist countries are the primary agents of globalization. Meanwhile,
in spite of nonaligned and socialist countries’ historical claims to internationalism,
scholars have often presented Third World countries primarily as passive victims of
globalization and socialist countries as autarkic and thus isolated from the rest of the
world until the 1990s.2 Both supporters and critics of globalization have equated
economic globalization with capitalism and specifically neoliberal capitalism.3 This
would make it difficult to understand Che Guevara’s statement above. Such scholars
have also pointed to alternative globalizations, grassroots movements opposed to
neoliberal capitalism, but these movements have been understood more as political
protest movements than as producing economic globalization.4 However, if we
examine economic globalization more closely and from the perspective of Second and
Third World institutions, we can see that the Non-Aligned Movement, the Second
World, and the Third World more broadly worked hard to create a global economy
in the face of active resistance by the United States and other current and former
colonial powers, which sought to maintain the economic status quo of the colonial
system. Only later, in the 1980s and 1990s, after the defeat of Second and Third World
internationalism, could the United States and other core capitalist countries coopt
and exploit the emergent global economy for their own benefit and appear as agents,
rather than enemies, of globalization.
In this essay, I explore one of the centers of global economic thought and policy
for the New International Economic Order (NIEO): the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). In 1964, the first UNCTAD conference
took place in Geneva, Switzerland, bringing together over four thousand representatives, including Che Guevara, from 120 countries. In contrast to the Bretton Woods
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institutions, UNCTAD included, on an equal basis, all nation-states recognized by
the UN; focused on the trade and development problems of the Third World; worked
against colonialism; and worked toward what Raúl Prebisch, the famous Argentinian
economist and UNCTAD’s first secretary-general, already in 1963 called a ‘‘new international economic order.’’5 To explore the economic ideas of UNCTAD, I use both
the official proceedings of UNCTAD’s first meeting in 1964 and documents from the
UNCTAD archives in Geneva and New York City.
In several ways, the economic ideas of UNCTAD are surprising. First, they appear
neoliberal. From the start, UNCTAD called for ‘‘the liberalization of trade,’’ ‘‘structural adjustment,’’ ‘‘export-oriented production,’’ ‘‘markets,’’ and increased financial
flows. I demonstrate here, however, that UNCTAD staff understood these policies as
integral to socialism. Second, the vision of UNCTAD was global. Popular writers such
as Thomas Friedman present globalization as already realizing a ‘‘flat’’ world, a global
economy as a relatively level playing field with an unobstructed, worldwide flow of
money, goods, and services.6 In practice, as almost every scholar would agree, the socalled global economy today is a profoundly uneven terrain of resources and power,
more neocolonial and American-dominated than global in any real sense.7 In this
essay, I show that globalization has not been an inevitable force, as often imagined in
globalization rhetoric, but rather that UNCTAD, the Second World, and the Third
World had to work together to forge the global economy in the face of continual
resistance from the advanced industrialized, capitalist countries of the First World. I
call the economic institutions and policies advocated by UNCTAD ‘‘socialist globalization.’’ They provided the basis for the economic policies of the NIEO and the basis
for an emergent global economy. As I briefly discuss in the conclusion, this emergent
global economy set into motion a crisis of inclusion, which allowed the United States
and other capitalist core countries to take advantage of the emergent global economy
and the globalizing discourse to reinstate an international colonial economy in a new
form.
Postwar Capitalist Neocolonialism

U.S. government officials and business elites have long presented the United States as
an advocate of free trade, free markets, and, in more recent terms, economic globalization. They have attacked the preferential trading systems of the European colonial
powers, while simultaneously mobilizing the very economic tools of colonialism, especially bilateral trade relationships and protectionism, to jockey for position within a
neocolonial world system. The U.S. government and business elites have imposed free
trade on others, while developing new ways to protect the U.S. economy, as a means
to undermine colonial systems in the hope of becoming the dominant metropole.8
For example, in 1946, the U.S. government submitted a resolution to the United
Nations to convene a Conference on Trade and Employment, which was understood
as forging a multilateral system of free trade. The conference took place in Havana
and resulted in the Havana Charter in 1948, which would have created an International Trade Organization (ITO). At the conference in Havana, in which the Charter
was negotiated, the governments of former colonies, especially those in Latin America,
attacked the Charter for helping the former colonial powers at the expense of the
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former colonies and made more than eight hundred proposals for changes.9 Even
though the signed Havana Charter sustained current U.S. agricultural subsidies and
textile quotas (understood as a temporary measure) and allowed the United States and
the European colonial powers to maintain their trade preferences with their current
and former colonies, the U.S. Congress refused to ratify the treaty, which led to its
abandonment.10 In its analysis of the Havana Charter, the Brookings Institution
argued, ‘‘The United States would be required merely to bring its own practices into
greater harmony with the principles of commercial policy often proclaimed and
recommended to other countries.’’11 Given its interests in the current system reorganized to support American interests, the U.S. Congress could not do this and thus
rejected the global system of the ITO.12 U.S. trade representatives could gain support
for the much more narrow General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which
was signed a month before the Havana conference began and remained in force from
1948 to 1995.13 The GATT limited the discussion of international trade to reducing
tariffs—negative measures—and ignored the positive measures that the socialist and
developing worlds sought in order to eradicate colonialism and build a new international economic order.
As the Cold War developed, the U.S. government further institutionalized its
antipathy toward economic globalization. With the Export Control Act of 1949, the
United States implemented an embargo of any items that might support the Soviet
military, Soviet war powers, and, more generally, the further development of the
Soviet economy.14 The United States required European countries receiving U.S. assistance to participate in the embargo. From 1949 to 1994, the Coordinating Committee
for Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM) formed a multilateral export control
system, which had a common list of commodities under various levels of control.
Furthermore, the U.S. government also rejected imports from socialist countries. The
1962 Trade Expansion Act, for example, sought ‘‘to prevent Communist economic
penetration’’ by maintaining duties and import restrictions on ‘‘products, whether
imported directly or indirectly, of any country or area dominated or control by
Communism.’’15 These laws made global trade movements impossible.
W. W. Rostow’s ideas reflected the antiglobal thinking of American elites. Rostow
developed his now-infamous stages-of-growth model, which demonstrated how all
societies lie on a linear path with five stages that move from the traditional society to
the preconditions for take-off, and from take-off to the drive to maturity, ending with
the age of high mass consumption.16 Nils Gilman has demonstrated how modernization theorists like Rostow envisioned the United States as the model high massconsumption country and assumed that all countries would rationally converge toward
the American model, thus presenting U.S. interests as universal interests. In the
meantime, countries should not turn toward socialism or jump to ‘‘the age of high
mass-consumption’’ before they were ready.17 Rather, they should progressively
develop toward self-government and support the further development of high-massconsumption states, so that they may eventually hand off their low technology industries to the Third World.18 Rostow thus advocated a U.S.-dominated neocolonial
world economy. Furthermore, the model contradictorily assumed not only state action
to assist movement along the linear development path but also an evolutionary process
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ensuring that movement along this path was inevitable and should not be unnaturally
accelerated.
U.S. government and business elites supported neither free trade nor globalization
imagined as a level playing field with flows moving evenly around the globe. Instead,
they supported the international neocolonial system through the GATT, while using
the rhetoric of free trade and modernization to support U.S. national interests.
The Economic Ideas of UNCTAD

UNCTAD’s first secretary-general, Raúl Prebisch, is widely known as a supporter of
protectionism and import substitution, a policy of replacing imports with domestically
made items in order to encourage domestic industries.19 During his tenure as
secretary-general from 1964 to 1969, Prebisch played a central role in creating
UNCTAD’s strategy. One might assume, then, that UNCTAD advocated such
polices, and state intervention more generally, in opposition to free trade and free
markets.20 By the 1960s, Prebisch was, in fact, a vocal critic of national import substitution and protectionism. In a 1963 meeting, he had even argued against import
substitution to Rostow, who told Prebisch that UNCTAD was on the wrong track
altogether, and that Latin American countries in particular should rely more on import
substitution and work on ‘‘remedying their own internal deficiencies.’’21 In 1970,
Rostow reiterated his argument that import substitution is necessary for the ‘‘take off ’’
of economies of the Third World.22 In the same year, Prebisch wrote, ‘‘There is room
for grave doubts as to whether the substitution process can, as before, be carried out
to any considerable extent on national bases.’’23 Prebisch, in fact, supported free trade,
markets, and structural adjustment, as part of an integrated strategy, or what he called
‘‘convergent measures,’’ to realize a new international economic order.24
From its very beginnings, UNCTAD advocated the ‘‘liberalization’’ of trade.25 As
this essay’s epigraph indicates, in 1964 Che Guevara called on the UNCTAD members
‘‘to refrain from restraining trade in any manner, direct or indirect.’’26 Most of the
concern was with the obstacles—both tariff and nontariff barriers—to entry into the
markets of the developed countries, as well as the embargoes against exports to, and
imports from, the socialist world.27 Yet liberalization of trade required not only
negative actions, such as the removal of obstacles, but also positive actions to make
free trade possible. State officials wrote to UNCTAD asking for assistance in establishing trade relations with other countries. For example, in 1969, the Philippine
Mission wrote to UNCTAD asking for data on trade between developing countries
and socialist countries of Eastern Europe, ‘‘particularly a list of the countries in these
two groups which conduct direct trade between them even without consular or diplomatic relations, as well as the arrangements used in lieu of such relations.’’28 While
socialist and nonsocialist countries sought to trade with each other, this trade was
difficult given both a lack of historical experience trading with each other and a lack
of legal knowledge about the different systems involved. From 1964, UNCTAD
worked ‘‘to promote international trade . . . particularly trade between countries at
different stages of development, between developing countries and between countries
with different systems of economic and social organization,’’ to initiate action for
multilateral legal instruments in trade, and to be a center ‘‘for harmonizing the trade
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and related development policies of Governments and regional economic
groupings.’’29 While it may sound paradoxical, a laissez-faire approach to free trade
would merely strengthen existing trade networks. Truly global free trade required
assistance on many levels, from the national to the regional, interregional, and international.
In 1950, Prebisch and Hans Singer, who also worked at UNCTAD, independently
developed the theory of the deteriorating terms of trade, now famous as the SingerPrebisch thesis. In classical economic theory, Malthus argued that expanding populations would make raw materials scarcer and more expensive, thus increasing their
prices relative to manufactured products. These increasing terms of trade meant that
colonialism was economically necessary. In contrast, as Singer later explained, raw
material prices would decrease, such that colonialism would no longer be economically
necessary and the colonial powers could simply maintain noncolonial trade relations
with the former colonies. The deteriorating terms of trade for raw materials also meant
that former colonies should move beyond colonialism’s imposition of singlecommodity economies (such as those based only on coffee or sugar) and diversify their
economies with manufacturing, services, and other raw material production.30
Throughout the official documents of its first meeting, UNCTAD called for
‘‘structural adjustment,’’ ‘‘structural readjustment,’’ and, generally, ‘‘adjustments’’ to
various ‘‘structures’’ to make the terms of trade beneficial for all countries. Today,
structural adjustment is commonly and quite correctly understood as part of the
Washington Consensus, in which the World Bank and the IMF have required highly
indebted countries to implement a range of reforms—such as privatization, trade liberalization, and austerity—to pay back their loans to the advanced capitalist world.
However, from its start in 1964, UNCTAD officials assumed that all countries had to
undergo structural adjustment. Since developing countries would industrialize and
diversify their economies, and thus undertake structural adjustments, the developed
countries had to change—thus adjust—the structure of their economies to allow for
structural adjustment in the developing economies. The fifth general principle listed
in the Final Act of the 1964 UNCTAD conference stated, ‘‘Developed countries
should assist the developing countries in their efforts to speed up their economic and
social progress, should cooperate in measures taken by developing countries for diversifying their economies, and should encourage appropriate adjustments in their own
economies to this end.’’31 These structural adjustments to developing and developed
economies required ‘‘a modified international division of labor, which is more rational
and equitable and is accompanied by the necessary adjustments in world production
and trade’’ in the hope of returning the world economy to equilibrium and helping
the 1960s Development Decade reach its growth goals.32 Socialist countries also
supported the ‘‘deliberate progressive restructuring of the international division of
labour’’ between socialist and developing countries, ‘‘adjustment policies’’ implemented
in socialist countries themselves, and the effort by developing countries ‘‘to promote
exports’’ especially to the socialist world.33 According to UNCTAD’s preamble, ‘‘The
task of development, which implies a complex of structural changes in the economic
and social environment in which men live, is for the benefit of the people as a whole,’’
which meant that evolution within existing structures would never benefit all people.34
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The adjustment of the very structure of economies—national and world—was necessary.
UNCTAD envisioned an integrated system of institutions, related to production,
markets, trade, and finance, to realize this new structure. In the colonial world
economy, goods and services flowed between the colonies and their respective metropoles, while rarely moving among colonies. In this colonial bilateral relationship,
colonies provided raw materials for production processes that often took place in the
core industrial countries. UNCTAD advocated creating a system of postcolonial
multilateral, as opposed to colonial bilateral, institutions and rules. Multilateral institutions and rules promised increased transparency, at least to the negotiators, and
universality, as opposed to ad hoc bilateral decisions. The World Bank and IMF also
work multilaterally, but they can by statute only work with individual countries,
reflecting Rostow’s view of individual countries moving autonomously along the slow
modernization path. In contrast, UNCTAD thought in relational terms, seeking to
build channels between countries worldwide. One of UNCTAD’s most important
programs was its Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries (ECDC),
which supported south-south cooperation at the regional, subregional, and interregional levels. These attempts to build global ties, as opposed to bilateral neocolonial
ties, required a great deal of effort.
Structural adjustment meant the reorganization of production and services
worldwide. Most immediately, UNCTAD gave priority to commodity agreements in
tin, coffee, tea, and other goods to stabilize commodity prices multilaterally.
Commodity production would be just one part of the worldwide expansion of export
production encouraged by UNCTAD.35 UNCTAD also called for the movement of
industry from the global north to the global south: ‘‘UNCTAD is deeply interested in
the problem of a dynamic international division of labor, particularly with reference
to the reallocation of certain industries or processes in favor of the developing countries, taking into account their comparative advantage in these industries and
processes.’’36 Structural adjustment also required the creation of new production facilities through south-south industrial cooperation. This economic cooperation could
mean creating new joint ventures to produce multinationally among developing countries and increase exports. Prebisch supported increasing export-oriented production
and import substitution at the regional, subregional, and interregional levels, not at
the national level:
There are no alternatives but to promote the intensive growth of industrial exports
to the rest of the world and to pursue import-substitution policy much more
energetically than in the past. In my own view, however, given existing conditions
in Latin America, this substitution policy would have to be resolutely founded on
regional and subregional integration of basic industries.37
By producing and selling to each other, developing countries would move away from
colonial dependence on the metropole and create a more global form of interdependence and collective self-reliance. None of this ‘‘collective self-reliance’’ was
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spontaneous but rather required a great deal of work; none of this ‘‘collective selfreliance’’ was isolationist but rather required cooperation, in particular, among postcolonial states.
Structural adjustment also required the creation of new markets for these produced
goods and services. UNCTAD’s vision of a new international economic order was
based on markets. Prebisch did not promote state intervention and reject markets; he
rejected a laissez-faire, evolutionary approach to the economy. The concepts of ‘‘state
intervention’’ and ‘‘market failure’’ do not capture Prebisch’s and UNCTAD’s
approach. Prebisch and others clearly understood that markets did not form spontaneously, especially in former colonies with single-commodity economies and minimal
consumer markets in competition with the economic strength of the former colonial
powers, but rather required concerted effort at the national, regional, and international
levels. To create a new international economic order, markets required the fundamental reorganization of the economic structures of the world. Prebisch argued,
‘‘Strategy and planning are not incompatible with the market mechanism, which
cannot be effective if it is founded on structural bases that are inimical to the
expanding operation of the economy’s dynamic forces.’’38 For Prebisch and others at
UNCTAD, the choice was not between planning and the market: both were essential.
There was no global market to be against; they had to build it. And these postcolonial
markets were free markets, liberated from the colonial and neocolonial structures and
obstacles in their way. In place of laissez-faire and evolutionary polices, the Third
World needed global structural adjustment, trade liberalization, and markets.
UNCTAD sought structural adjustment to create and expand ‘‘multinational
markets.’’ Postcolonial export-oriented economies could rely on each other, by
producing together and trading with each other: ‘‘regional industrialization programs
and creation of market free of trade barriers must not be considered separately.’’39
Developing countries formed regional trading blocs, which sought to end tariffs
within regions and build regional markets for goods:
Some Preferential Trading Arrangements as of 1989
Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), 1960
Central American Common Market (CACM), June 1961
Central African Customs and Economic Union (UNDEAC), December 1964
Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA), May 1967
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), August 1967
Andean Group, May 1969
West African Economic Community (CEAO), May 1973
Caribbean Community (CARICOM), July 1973
Mano River Union (MRU), October 1973
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), May 1975
Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), September 1976
Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC), July 1979
Latin American Integration Association (ALADI), 1980
Co-operation Council for Arab States of the Gulf (GCC), May 1981
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Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), continuation of former
Eastern Caribbean Common Market (ECCM), 1981
Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), June 1982
Economic Community of Central African States (CEEAC), 1983
Arab Co-operation Council (ACC), February 16, 1989
Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), February 17, 198940
Developing countries also sought new interregional markets, such that, for example,
Yugoslavia, India, and Egypt formally developed trade with one another and aimed to
include a wide range of other nonaligned countries. To build these markets, multilateral institutions were required to inform others of the products of potentially new
trading partners. These new markets with new demands would, it was hoped,
restructure and break down colonial world economies.
To create a new international economic order that connected former colonies with
one another, developing countries had to build a new infrastructure for horizontal
trade channels. Immediately, UNCTAD supported the formation of multinational
shipping companies, such as the Arab Shipping Line and the East African National
Shipping Line owned by the governments of developing countries, as well as Shippers’
Councils to allow for negotiation of prices.41 These new shipping companies were
intended both to lower the costs of shipping and to transport goods to more countries
than before. In addition, UNCTAD advocated for special rights for land-locked countries, including free access to neighboring countries’ ports, thus allowing for new
development of their economies.42 UNCTAD also supported other forms of transportation to expand trade. In 1973, for example, UNCTAD sent to East and Central
Africa an interregional advisor from its Division for Trade Expansion and Economic
Integration among Developing Countries. This advisor visited the East African
Community (EAC), which sought help ‘‘fostering intra-African trade between the
E.A. Community and francophone, as well as anglophone, countries of Africa.’’ The
EAC also sought help with opportunities related to the Trans-African Highway, such
as a long-distance, multinationally owned passenger bus service and a multinationally
owned trucking service.43 These horizontal channels connecting developing countries
to one another began to forge a new international economic order.
To realize a new international economic order, finance had to depart from colonial
pathways and flow in non- or postcolonial directions worldwide. The preamble of the
1964 meeting immediately recognized ‘‘the severe burden’’ that external debt and
service payments placed on developing countries.44 Increasing numbers of countries
sought to renegotiate their debt. Between 1956 and 1968, eight countries—Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Peru, and Turkey—had undertaken multilateral debt renegotiations, some multiple times.45 By 1965, foreign private investment
had shifted from core investment in the former colonies to investment within the core
countries, primarily U.S. and European investments in each other. Earlier grants to
developing countries declined greatly in this period.46 Without medium- and longterm financing, developing countries had to turn to short-term export credits, loans
used to pre-pay exporters for their goods, which made up the majority of indebtedness.47 UNCTAD sought solutions to this growing problem.
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As Simone Polillo has argued, financial innovation can serve as a vehicle through
which financial inclusion becomes possible.48 UNCTAD assisted in creating new
financial institutions and mobilizing existing financial ones to extend and expand
financial capital to the nonaligned world. While UNCTAD was headquartered in
Geneva, it set up a New York City office to confer with Wall Street and Washington.
UNCTAD supported the creation of regional clearinghouses with multilateral credits
systems to reduce the use of convertible foreign exchange and lower costs otherwise
involved in regular bilateral trade clearing:
Multilateral Clearing and Credit Arrangements
Central American Clearing House (CACH) 1961: Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua
Latin American Integration Association (ALADI) 1965: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru,
Uruguay, Venezuela
Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD) 1967: Iran, Pakistan, Turkey
Asian Clearing Union (ACU) 1974: Bangladesh, Burma, India, Iran, Nepal,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka
West African Clearing Housing (WACH) 1975: Benin, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, Upper Volta
Caribbean Community and Common Market (CARICOM) 1977: Barbados,
Belize, East Caribbean Currency Authority, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and
Tobago
Great Lakes Economic Community (GLEC) 1978: Burundi, Rwanda, Zaire
Central African Clearing House (CACH) 1979: Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Congo, Gabon, Zaire49
UNCTAD helped to develop multilateral export insurance and re-insurance, so that
developing countries did not have to rely on the financial institutions of developed
countries.50
To attract private investment, UNCTAD joined in the creation of new financial
instruments. The Soviet Union arguably created the Eurocurrency market in the mid1950s by moving its dollar deposits from U.S. banks to Soviet banks in Paris—the
Banque Commerciale pour l’Europe du Nord, also known by its telex name
‘‘Eurobank’’—and in London, Moscow Narodny Bank.51 The Eurocurrency market,
also called the Eurodollar market, is one of the origins of today’s offshore banking
and the international bond market. These dollar deposits became available for a wide
range of investments, including socialist and nonaligned projects. Between 1974 and
1976, the Soviet Eurobank provided Eurocurrency loans to Algeria ($50 million),
Brazil ($120 million), Egypt ($100 million), Gabon (20 million DM), Indonesia ($60
million), Iran ($40 million), Malaysia ($140 million), the Philippines ($200 million),
Senegal ($20 million), Venezuela ($50 million), and Zaire ($100 million); and the
Moscow Narodny Bank provided such loans to Brazil ($30 million), Iran ($10
million), Lebanon ($40 million), and other countries.52 While Eurodollar markets
were the primary channel for developing countries to obtain loans, over 80 percent of
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the total publicized Eurocredits went to only ten countries.53 Therefore, banks like
Moscow Narodny Bank and even BCCI, willing to loan to a broad range of developing countries, were particularly important to these countries.54
UNCTAD sought ways to expand these sources of finance and also explored the
use of repayment of loans in kind or in local currency practiced by socialist and
developing countries. For example, Soviet investment in a cotton-spinning mill in
Uganda was paid back in cotton textiles.55 UNCTAD also explored new forms of
barter, called countertrade, in which the seller accepts goods, services, or other items
in partial or full payment for the products. Further, UNCTAD explored new financial
instruments, such as debt-equity swaps, as a way to reduce debt. In 1967, Indonesia
renegotiated its debt and devised the first debt-equity swaps.56 These swaps presented
a way to increase FDI to the developing world.
UNCTAD supported the creation of an integrated series of institutions to forge a
global economy. These institutions had to be deliberately created; otherwise, colonialism’s pathways would remain in place. UNCTAD’s integrated strategy of
convergent policies was aimed at creating a new international economic order. From
the outset, an essential element of UNCTAD’s programs was the call to restructure
all economies, those of colonizer and colonized. All economies would have to change
to create a new international world order that worked in the interests of all nations,
not just those of the colonizers. UNCTAD’s strategy integrated trade liberalization,
structural adjustment, export-oriented production, new markets, and new financial
flows. However, even from the initial meeting in 1964, the United States, often on its
own, voted against, or abstained from voting on, nearly every principle of
UNCTAD.57 Perceiving that an equal playing field threatened its interests, the United
States did not support the global world envisioned by UNCTAD staff.58
Socialist Globalizations

Why should the economic ideas of UNCTAD be considered socialist? André Gunder
Frank and Immanuel Wallerstein argued that the Non-Aligned Movement merely
sought complete integration of the world into the capitalist world economy. Frank
found the economic globalization conducted between the socialist east and the
socialist or capitalist south as exploitative and counterrevolutionary. Wallerstein similarly judged the NIEO and the Non-Aligned Movement reformist and capitalist.59
More recently, Arturo Escobar has characterized development economics, like that
practiced within UNCTAD, as created by Americans and as supporting U.S.
government interests:
Indeed, the set of imperatives the United States faced after the war—the five
imperatives mentioned earlier: to consolidate the core, find higher rates of profit
abroad, secure control of raw materials, expand overseas markets for American
products, and deploy a system of military tutelage—shaped the constitution of
development economics.60
The United States did have these imperatives, but development economics primarily
emerged from discussions among socialists from as far back as the 1920s and 1930s.
UNCTAD’s global and socialist visions come from within economics itself.
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Mainstream neoclassical economists, ranging from socialist planners of the East
Bloc to the Chicago School today, use a ‘‘social planner’’ model. According to Vilfredo
Pareto, writing in 1896, economic equations describing the free market could, at least
in theory, be used to plan an economy. Pareto found that an economy based on a free
market and an economy based on central planning were mathematically equivalent.61
Based on Pareto’s work, economists developed the model of the ‘‘social planner,’’ an
imaginary benevolent representative for all of society, who has complete information
about costs and preferences. Economists of all political stripes use this model to
evaluate policies (cost-benefit analysis), to plan (economies, development planning for
the IMF or World Bank, the military, corporations), or to transition to a new system
(the transition to socialism, the transition to capitalism). When an economic system
is in disequilibrium, as in the neocolonial world economy, the social planner could
help the world jump to a new system in equilibrium.
The Nobel laureate Jan Tinbergen was one of the most important innovators of
the social planner model—a central figure in development economics, an advocate for
international economic integration, a lifelong socialist, and one of the most important
economists for the UN.62 While he developed the ideas of analyzing economic policy,
Tinbergen was most interested in the optimal social order, a set of institutions that
would maximize social welfare, which he took ‘‘to be identical with the mature
socialist order.’’63 Thus, for Tinbergen, the optimal economic system was a socialist
system. The social planner might help restructure all economies and implement a
‘‘mature socialist order.’’ One could imagine UNCTAD seeking to realize this integrated set of institutions immediately, not waiting for progression through stages as
the United States and other colonial powers advocated but rather jumping to the
optimal economic system of mature socialism that would maximize global welfare.
However, Raúl Prebisch, as well as other Latin American economists, had long
condemned neoclassical economics.64 They criticized neoclassical economists, whom
they often labeled ‘‘monetarists,’’ for advocating free trade and free markets without
recognizing that unchanged social structures and power relations would merely
maintain and strengthen the former colonial system. Without a big jump or push to
a new (socialist) system through structural adjustment, global free trade and global
free markets could not be realized. The UNCTAD staff saw the IMF, the World
Bank, and the GATT as monetarists observing the world from the perspective of their
most powerful members, the United States and, to a lesser extent, the European
former colonial powers, which sought to maintain and strengthen the neocolonial
system. UNCTAD staff understood themselves as working from the perspective of the
Third World.
Prebisch embraced an emergent form of market socialism with roots in the 1920s
and 1930s. As noted above, for Prebisch and others the choice was not between
planning and the market: both were essential. They sought to build multinational
markets, which were liberated from structures and obstacles in their way. In 1971,
Prebisch admired how socialist countries such as Hungary had recently introduced
markets and competition. In his mind, such market socialism would not lead to capitalism but was rather ‘‘a quest for a new modus operandi compatible with the
collective ownership of the means of production.’’65 Prebisch later wrote, ‘‘I therefore
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believe the time has come to search for a synthesis of both socialism and genuine
economic liberalism.’’66
This fusion of socialism and economic liberalism came from the work of one of
the most popular economists at the League of Nations, the Swedish economist Gustav
Cassel.67 In 1939, the British socialist and economist H. D. Dickinson wrote, ‘‘The
beautiful systems of economic equilibrium described by Böhm-Bawerk, Wieser,
Marshall, and Cassel are not descriptions of society as it is, but prophetic visions of a
socialist economy of the future.’’68 During the 1920s and 1930s, many neoclassical
economists came to the conclusion that socialism in fact provided the necessary
institutions—especially the eradication of private property—for the realization of
perfect market competition as envisioned by neoclassical economists. Like other
neoclassical economists, Cassel criticized the labor theory of value and the ideas of
socialists more generally. After describing his model of an exchange economy, Cassel
asserted:
These principles would remain unchanged in any community which took over the
control of production and reserved to itself the ownership of the material means
of production. Such a community we call ‘‘Socialistic.’’ The name indicates a selfcontained exchange economy in which the entire production is conducted by and
for the community itself through officials appointed for the purpose, and all the
material means of production are the property of the community; but in which
there is still freedom of work and consumption to the extent to which it is essential
to an exchange economy. This definition does not, of course, apply to every
economic order that has been described as ‘‘Socialist.’’ It represents the theoretically simplest Socialist economy, a pure type.69
Cassel’s neoclassical form of market socialism took the socialist world by storm. In
general, this market socialism took the following form:
1. Collective ownership of the means of production by one or more of the
following:
a. Worker-owned and -managed firms
b. Cooperatives
c. State ownership of land and means of production (use through auction or
lease)
2. Free markets (in occupation and consumption)
3. Redistribution of the surplus (lump-sum transfers or dividends)
4. Management by a central planner or nonstate worker self-management
Prebisch, like many other neoclassically trained economists, believed that economic
liberalism worked perfectly well and, in fact, best with socialist institutions like worker
self-managed firms and small-scale noncorporate companies, as well as with the radical
structural adjustment of the international economic order, rather than the crisisridden, monopolistic nature of capitalism.70
UNCTAD officials assumed a form of socialism on an even more fundamental
level. Addo and Shaw have suggested that decolonization and economic nationalism
threatened capitalism, which requires unequal interdependency.71 UNCTAD officials
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assumed a world in which all states were equal and had sovereignty, thus eliminating
colonial or neocolonial dependence. They further assumed an interrelated global
world and the need for cooperation and solidarity, in contrast to the isolated countries
envisioned by Rostow, the World Bank, and the IMF. As a result, the policies of
UNCTAD assumed a normative or anticipatory socialism within a truly interconnected global economy of free markets, the endless flow of trade, finance, and people,
universal trade laws that apply to all, as well as universal participation, the end of
corporations, and so on.72 It was not clear how to get to this new world: through a
social planner, through a revolutionary like Che, or through diplomatic agreement on
multilateral laws? In any case, UNCTAD’s vision of a truly global economy required
a socialist restructuring of the existing neocolonial world system.
Conclusion

The Non-Aligned Movement, in cooperation with the socialist world, sought to break
with the colonial world economies and their bilateral relations between colony and
metropole. In place of these relations, they forged economic connections with a wide
variety of countries, emphasizing cooperation and solidarity. UNCTAD helped to
build this emergent, deeply interconnected global economy through such surprising
means as free trade, structural adjustment, export-oriented production, market
expansion, and financial flows. This strategy was not state-oriented as opposed to
markets; rather, both were needed. UNCTAD’s vision of economic globalization was
built on socialist ideas rooted as far back as the 1920s and 1930s. Attempts by
UNCTAD to create economic globalization faced continual U.S. resistance, especially
through the GATT, the World Bank, the IMF, and the U.S. government itself. What
we often call globalization—such as Americanization, neocolonialism, and neoliberal
capitalism—is, in fact, not particularly global.
However, the expanded participation of the Second and Third Worlds in
production, trade, finance, and consumption, as well as the increasing interconnections of this global economy itself, set into motion a crisis of inclusion.73 By the 1980s,
the long-lasting debt crisis provided the opportunity for neocolonial appropriation of
the emergent global economy and the radical reinterpretation of economic ideas
developed in places like UNCTAD. In 1986, the IMF established its structural
adjustment facility explicitly for ‘‘the elimination of structural imbalances and rigidities in the economies of the poorer countries,’’ thus assuming that only heavily
indebted, poorer countries needed to adjust structurally.74 Also in 1986, in its
comments on UNCTAD’s report titled ‘‘Protectionism and Structural Adjustment,’’
the United States representative deleted a section stating that developed countries in
particular should implement structural adjustment; in its place the representative
wrote that structural adjustment should be implemented by
allowing market-place decisions to proceed without interference with a view to
facilitating the establishment of an efficient international division of labor . . .
[and] examining the structural adjustment measures in the economies of the developing countries, which would facilitate the transition from import substitution to
export promotion to take advantage of these market opportunities newly opened
through trade negotiations and generalized systems of preferences.75
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The United States’ comment ignored the global economy that UNCTAD and others
envisioned and reasserted Rostow’s vision of modernization as a linear path of isolated
countries within a slowly evolving neocolonial system. In the place of the emergent
global economy, ‘‘the global factory,’’ in which companies in the Second and Third
Worlds are integrated into First World corporate networks of production, services,
and finance, creates new forms of dependence. The south turned from multilateral
global connections and from south-south collective self-reliance toward north-south
bilateral agreements reminiscent of colonial bilateral relationships.76 In such ways, the
long-lasting debt crisis resulted in deglobalization and the reassertion of the colonial
economies in a new form. Still, the economic globalization created by the concerted
action of the Second and Third Worlds remains in some form that provides a basis
from which to protest neoliberalism, neocolonialism, and the global factory.77
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